Front (East Elevation)

Building Elevation: _____________________

9, 1st fl. 2nd from right
Details for Existing Window ID:
Original window? If no, what Yes. Wood window, frame and trim.
is the general replacement
date?
If operable, does the window No - window boarded and painted
open? If no, why?
shut
Storm window present? If
yes, what type?

No

Boarded up? If yes, is
window still in place?

Yes. Window in place, glass missing.

Explanation of visible rot or
deterioration:

Sill and stiles completely rotted.

Extenuating circumstances
requiring replacement vs.
repair
Proposed Replacement,
material and muntins:

Marvin Aluminum Clad, 2/2 interior
applied muntins

Will trim and casing details
remain the same?

Replacing as part of new window
unit.

Insert photo below showing existing condition.

Water has been allowed to penetrate
causing severed deterioration

Is proposed window the same Window 6" narrower, centered on
size and same location as
current opening to make room for
original? Explain:
shower.
Details for Existing Window ID: 11, far left 1 story section
Original window? If no, what No - Mid 1940's steel casement.
is the general replacement
date?
If operable, does the window Does not close properly, water leaks
open? If no, why?
inside building
Storm window present? If
yes, what type?

Yes, aluminum exterior needs
replacement

Boarded up? If yes, is
window still in place?

No

Explanation of visible rot or
deterioration

Sill rotted

Extenuating circumstances
requiring replacement vs.
repair
Proposed Replacement,
material and muntins:
Will trim and casing details
remain the same?

Insert photo below showing existing condition.

Bottom of window completely
rusted.
Marvin Aluminum Clad casement,
no muntins

Yes

Is proposed window the same Window to be shortened and sill
size and same location as
raised 1' to allow counter below.
original? Explain:
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